
Helpful Videos for Writing 
Video Title Link to the Video Why is this video helpful? 

How to Organize Your 
Essay 

https://youtu.be/8X5WoCHhtCM 
 

This video is a perfect example of 
how you can organize your essay. 
The essay provides examples, 
diagrams, and explains each 
portion of the essay in a simple 
manner.  

How to Use Commas in 
English Writing 

https://youtu.be/keZpj7PjNEo 
 

Many students ask how to use 
comas properly. This video 
exemplifies the proper times to use 
a comma by providing helpful 
examples.  

Topics Sentences vs. 
Thesis 

https://youtu.be/ygscce2dSBU 
 

This video is very helpful because 
it shows the difference between a 
topic sentence and thesis 
statement. It also provides 
examples of how to write good 
topic sentences and thesis 
statements.  
 

How to Write a Strong 
Conclusion 

https://youtu.be/7gf71u-b-xo 
 

This video goes through the 
specific components of a 
conclusion. Breaking it down to 
its simplest components. She also 
provides various examples of how 
to restate a thesis statement, 
summarize each boy paragraph, 
and how to conclude with your 
final thoughts.  

The simple summary https://youtu.be/V-ki6TP4EYs 
 

Many students have difficulty 
writing a summary. This video 
explains it in a very simple 
and effective way. 

Transition Words and 
How 
to use Them 

https://youtu.be/FCBuIYReXVw 
 

Using transition signals in 
writing is important. This 
video puts translation signals 
in categories and explains 
when and why to use them. 

Learn to Write 
Introduction 

Paragraph 

https://youtu.be/4WDclqoGouY 
 

This video explains the three 
parts of the introduction 
paragraph, so the student can 
learn to write an introduction 
for any essay. 

Learn to Write a https://youtu.be/Zd0tP2undNo 
 

The conclusion is the 
paragraph that many students 
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Conclusion in Under 
Five 
Minutes 

have a hard time to organize. 
This video is effective for 
students because it discusses 
the three main parts of the 
conclusion and gives 
examples for each part. 
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